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Abstract

Tax evasion seems to be a persistent phenomenon: no matter how effective
the tax enforcement, or how simple the rules of taxation become, it remains
present in all countries. The variation in its estimates for different economies
suggests that politicians might be turning a blind eye to tax evasion in order to
gain popularity. The tax rates and the enforcement structure implicitly define
the benefits from evading taxes. However, the society is heterogenous in the
sense that some members can take advantage of these benefits while others
cannot. This heterogeneity implies that the presence of tax evasion changes
tax incidence significantly, which in turn imply that the acceptable level of
taxes will be different. This paper outlines a model where taxes, enforcement
and public good are determined in an electoral competition. In equilibrium
three different states can arise: big government, small government and tax anar-
chy. Small governments feature no tax evasion, low tax rates and low levels of
redistribution. In big governments relatively fewer, more wealthy people evade
taxes, tax levels are moderate, public good provision is high, but redistribution
is from the middle income group to the rich and the poor. In tax anarchies tax
rates are high, a big fraction of the population evades taxes, while public good
provision is low.
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1 Introduction

Tax evasion seems to be a persistent phenomenon: no matter how effective
the tax enforcement, or how simple the rules of taxation become, it remains
present in all countries. The existing literature has extensively studied both
the determinants of individual evasion behaviour and the optimal tax policy in
the presence of evasion. In this paper I take a different perspective: I examine
tax evasion as the equilibrium outcome of voting on taxes and enforcement.

Countries have diverse tax systems with different levels of taxes and of en-
forcement. Even though tax evasion is present in all economies, the extent of
evasion can vary significantly, both in terms of what fraction of the population
is involved and in terms of which income groups are affected. Perfect com-
pliance cannot be achieved in any tax system, but the estimated magnitude of
evasion in some cases suggests that this phenomenon is not only about the in-
ability to enforce perfect compliance. In 2001 the US net tax gap was estimated
to be 13.7 percent, with 57 percent of the nonfarm proprietor income not re-
ported (Slemrod 2007). In the United Kingdom it is estimated that on average
about one third of self-employment income is not reported to the tax author-
ities (Pissarides and Weber 1989). The magnitude of tax evasion is smaller
in Sweden, it was estimated to be 9 percent in 1997 and 8 percent in 2000
(Slemrod 2007). Tax evasion seems to be exceptionally widespread in Italy:
the underground economy is estimated to be between 27 and 48 percent of the
official GDP, and entrepreneurs are estimated to underreport their income by
at least 40 percent (Fiorio and d’Amuri 2005). These estimates suggest that
politicians might be turning a blind eye to tax evasion as a means of gaining
popularity.

The tax rates and the enforcement structure implicitly define the benefits
from evading taxes. However, the society is heterogenous in the sense that
some members can take advantage of these benefits while others cannot: a
civil servant, whose payroll taxes are deducted at origin has much lower po-
tential gains than someone who is self-employed. This heterogeneity has an
impact on tax incidence, redistribution and public good provision. The na-
ture of this heterogeneity can vary among countries, but it is well known to
the politicians and the population. Hence, when implementing a tax system,
which comprises of taxes and enforcement, it will clearly favour some groups
at the cost of others. In this paper I model tax evasion as the equilibrium out-
come of a voting game, where politicians try to win in an election by implicitly
determining the gains from evading taxes for certain groups.

The evasion decision of the agents is based on the deterrence model from
the seminal paper by Allingham and Sandmo (1972). In their model agents
regard tax evasion as a gamble: given the probability of detection and the ex-
tent of the punishment taxpayers choose the optimal level of tax evasion to
maximize expected utility. This simple model has since then been extended
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in many ways, here I focus on the versions that are relevant to the model pre-
sented here.1

This model has been criticized on the grounds that it predicts too much
evasion: given their setup, either everyone will evade, or nobody will. Baldry
(1986) provided some experimental evidence that tax evasion is not regarded
as a simple gamble, while Slemrod and Yitzhaki showed using US data for the
audit probability and the fines that if tax evasion was regarded as a gamble,
then everybody should be evading to some extent, which contradicts the evi-
dence (Slemrod and Yitzhaki 2002, p. 1341). While this model treats agents as
atomistic actors, in reality people exist in a society. hence, it is easy to imagine
that social norms and interactions influence the evasion behaviour of agents.
Gordon (1989) and Myles and Naylor (1996) build models where agents de-
rive some utility for adhering to the standard pattern of the others’ behaviour,
whereas Erard and Feinstein (1994) build on the role of guilt and shame.

Cowell and Gordon (1988) closed the model by adding public good pro-
vision: through the balanced budget requirement of the government evasion
influences the amount of public good provided, which in turn can have an
affect on the evasion decision of the individual (see Becker et al. (1987) for
experimental evidence).

I relax the assumption of a benevolent government and replace it with
office-motivated politicians who compete in an election. The behaviour of in-
dividuals who can evade taxes is based on the optimal tax evasion literature:
tax evasion is modeled as a gamble. In this model I analyze taxes, enforcement
and public good provision as the equilibrium outcome of electoral competi-
tion.

This paper builds on a line of research that determines the level and direc-
tion of redistribution in an economy based on the relative size and political
power of different income groups. I extend this idea by incorporating the het-
erogeneous possibility of tax evasion into these models. In most countries it
is evident that tax evasion is present, while it is also relatively clear at every
moment in time which are the occupations that can involve tax evasion or al-
ternatively tax avoidance. Also, the relative size and income of these groups
is more or less known. Adding these observations to the probabilistic voting
model when politicians compete for the votes of citizens, it is natural that be-
sides the tax rates, tax enforcement can also be an important feature.

This model seeks to answer the following questions: How does the relative
size and power of the potential evaders and the non-evaders determine taxes,
enforcement and public good provision? How does the relative income of
evaders and non-evaders affect the policy outcome? How does their political
commitment affect the policy outcome?

1For an overview of the extensions see Slemrod and Yitzhaki (2002), Andreoni et al. (1998)
or Cowell (1990).
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2 Model

2.1 Agents

Consider an economy with a continuum of heterogeneous agents, where the
mass of the population is normalized to unity. Agents differ in two dimen-
sions: in their income, denoted by y and in their ability to evade taxes.

This heterogeneity in the ability to evade taxes implies that some agents are
capable of hiding their entire income, or any fraction of it from the tax author-
ities. Other agents do not have any means to underreport their income. This
assumption builds on its observed counterpart: different occupations involve
different opportunities to evade or avoid income taxation. For example there
are occupations, such as being an employee of a multinational company or of
a big organization, being a public or civil servant, where the payroll tax is de-
ducted at the origin, i.e. by the employer. If this is the only or main source
of income for the agent, then tax evasion is impossible, or its extent is mini-
mized. On the other hand there are many occupations such as running a small
shop or cafe, self-employment, providing household services where the op-
portunity to evade some of the income taxes is present. There are also some
activities where tax avoidance rather than tax evasion is more prominent, such
as privately owned small and medium companies. In this model tax evasion
and tax avoidance are treated under the same category, since from the point of
view of the analysis the main feature of both activities is that the individuals
fail to pay the amount of tax that is intended by the law. The class of occupa-
tions for which it is possible to evade taxes greatly varies across countries, but
in a given country it changes very slowly. Therefore, in this model the divi-
sion of occupations into ones with the possibility of tax evasion and the ones
without is treated as exogenous.

The income y of the agents is heterogenous and is given exogenously in this
model. It seems reasonable to assume that the income level and the occupation
are correlated and hence there is also some correlation between the income
level and the possibility to evade taxes. This however, is probably not a perfect
correlation, i.e. none of the income levels is exclusive to an occupation which
involves the possibility of evading taxes and vice versa. Hence in all income
categories there will be members of different occupations: some of which can
evade taxes, some of which cannot.

To simplify calculations, assume that there are three income categories,
rich, middle income and poor, with yR > yM > yP = 02 income levels, re-

2Setting the income of the poor equal to zero implies two things: they cannot choose to
veade taxes (since they don’t owe any income tax) and they do not contribute to the oublic
good. This loss is worth the simplification it gives in the calculations: since the contribution
of the poor to the public good is minor anyway, setting it to zero does not affect my results
greatly.
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spectively. Denote by αI the fraction of the population with income yI , so∑
I α

I = 1. A fraction ηI of the population with income yI can evade their
taxes (group E), while the remaining 1 − ηI cannot hide any of their income
(group N ).

2.2 Tax Authority

The income of the agents is not known by the government or the tax authority,
and hence the tax authority cannot tell from the amount of tax paid by any
single individual whether that agent complied to the taxes or not. In order
to verify the tax reports the tax authority has to audit some individuals. In
this model it is assumed that the tax authority audits a fixed proportion π of
the population. This probability represents the tax authority’s capacity to re-
view and audit tax return forms. It is also assumed that all individuals have
this same probability π of being audited. This might seem as an unreasonable
assumption, since probably the tax authorities in most countries have a well-
defined selection criteria which leads to auditing individuals from certain in-
come and occupation categories more often than others. These occupational
and income categories might differ significantly across countries due to dif-
ferences in the type of occupations that can easily evade, and the motivations
of the tax agency (for example: profit maximization, influence from lobbies,
corruption, etc). However, the tax authority also has an incentive to keep the
selection method for audits hidden from the agents, otherwise the agents could
adjust their methods of tax evasion to avoid the audits. Based on this agents
might form an expectation about the probability that they will be audited in
the same way across occupations and income categories.

The tax scheme consists of a tax key, τ , an audit probability, π, a fine rate, f .
When agents evade taxes they report a lower income ỹ < y, where e = y−ỹ > 0
is the amount of income hidden from the tax authority. In case of an audit the
tax agency finds out the true income y with certainty and collects both the
missing tax and a fine proportional to the amount of denied income, hence the
total amount collected is: (τ + f)e. In this model the government can choose
τ ∈ [0, 1] and f ≥ f where f is an exogenous lower bound to the penalty. The
government runs a balanced budget and all taxes and fines collected are used
to provide the public good g that cannot be targeted to any specific group.

As mentioned before π is the audit probability which is considered as ex-
ogenous. There are two reasons to take π as given and f as a choice variable:
first of all increasing π, the probability of an audit potentially involves hiring
auditors and developing the related infrastructure, which is costly and time-
consuming, whereas changing f , the fine rate for detected evasion is costless.
Second, it is without loss of generality since in the case of risk neutral individ-
uals increasing f is ex-ante equivalent to increasing π.
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When an individual is caught evading his or her taxes, there is an addi-
tional fixed cost besides the fine levied on him/her by the tax agency. This
cost can be regarded either as a non-monetary cost or as a monetary cost or
a combination of the two. If an individual is caught evading taxes, which is
learned by his family, friends, colleagues and neighbors this might cause him
to feel ashamed of himself for breaking the law, it might inflict a moral cost on
him, as well as it might carry some stigma effect with it. Also if the auditing
process finds that there is something wrong with the tax return forms, then the
verdict itself, the determination of the fine, the collection of it doesn’t happen
instantaneously, but it takes some time, the individual has to go to court, to
the tax agency and has to hire a lawyer, which also bears some costs with it.
In this sense there is an additional monetary cost of tax evasion, but this is not
collected by the tax agency, and hence doesn’t go towards the financing of the
public good. In any case, we can capture all of these costs in the monetary
equivalent of F > 0 fixed cost.

2.3 Tax Evasion Decision

Each individual has the same quasi-linear preference over private consump-
tion c and publicly provided non-targeted goods g, which is given by:

U = c+H(g) (1)

whereH(·) is a concave, increasing function. The utility is linear in c, which
implies that the agents are risk-neutral in the consumption of the private good.
This might be a surprising assumption, but it is generally used in the literature
of public good provision financed by taxes, and it greatly simplifies that cal-
culations as well. The public good is financed by a linear income tax with tax
rate τ ∈ [0, 1].

Saving is not possible in this economy, hence agents consume all their after
tax income. The utility of an agent from group N with income y is hence:

WN = (1− τ)y +H(g) (2)

Given a tax scheme individuals who can evade taxes choose reported in-
come (or equivalently the amount evaded) to maximize expected utility:

WE ≡ max
e≥0

E(U) = max
e≥0

π[(1−τ)y−fe−dF ]+(1−π)[(1−τ)y+τe]+H(g) (3)

where d is a dummy variable which takes the value 1 if e > 0 and is equal
to 0 if e = 0. With probability π the agent is audited and in this case he has
to pay the entire tax plus a fine linear in the amount evaded, fe, while he also
suffers a utility loss of F if e > 0. With probability 1 − π he is not audited,
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and in this case, he saves τe on taxes. In any case, he enjoys the public good
that is provided H(g). When maximizing his utility the agent does not take
into account his effect on the provision of public good, g, since every agent
is infinitesimal. WE denotes the maximized expected utility of an agent from
group E.

Since agents are risk neutral they will either evade all their taxes or report
their entire income truthfully depending on whether the tax-gamble is more
than fair or not. Formally the first order condition yields the following result:

e =

{
y iff f < 1−π

π
τ − F

y

0 otherwise
(4)

Equation (4) clearly shows that given a tax rate τ and a fine rate f there ex-
ists an income level yτ,f ≡ F

1−π
π
−f such that all individuals with income y ≤ yτ,f

will report their income truthfully, while individuals with income y > yτ,f who
can evade their taxes will hide their entire income from the tax authorities.
Technically, an agent with income exactly equal to the threshold level would
be indifferent between hiding the income or reporting it truthfully, since in ex-
pected terms the income in the two cases are equal. However, we will assume
a weak type of risk aversion: when the expected utility is the same, agents
prefer the less risky option. Hence agents with income y = F

1−π
π
−f will report

their entire income truthfully.
Given this optimal behaviour by the agents, the government’s budget con-

straint implies that the level of public good g provided will depend on τ , π and
f the following way:

g = τ
∑
I

(1− ηI)αIyI + τ
∑

I:yI≤yτ,f

ηIαIyI + π(τ + f)
∑

I:yI>yτ,f

ηIαIyI (5)

2.4 Voting

There are two candidates or parties indexed by Q = A,B competing in the
election. Both candidates are assumed to be office motivated, i.e. they only
care about winning, which entails some ego rent R > 0. Candidate Q hence
chooses his policy platform in order to maximize pQ · R, where pQ is the prob-
ability of winning the election given the other candidate’s policy platform.

The platform that the politicians offer contains the tax rate, the fine for
evading taxes and the public good provided, qQ = (τQ, fQ, gQ). Both the prob-
ability of having an audit π and the fixed cost if caught evading, F are regarded
as fixed for now.

The voting model used here is known as the probabilistic voting model. In
these models the candidates can differ in the platforms that they offer and in
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another dimension that is orthogonal to the policy platform that they choose.
This other dimension can represent a different policy, or alternatively it can
capture some popularity component - in any case it captures effects that are
not at the focus of the current analysis. This additional component is mod-
eled as out of reach for the politician, i.e. he cannot influence its outcome
directly, which is captured by the fact that it is stochastic. Consequently, in
these models when voters cast their vote, they not only care about the utility
that is implied by the offered platform, but also about what is happening in
this other orthogonal dimension to the two parties. The stochastic nature of
this component guarantees the existence of an equilibrium.

The stochastic ideology shock itself consists of two shocks: an aggregate δ
and an idiosyncratic σI popularity shock. We model the shock as a net shock,
i.e. the difference between the shock to the popularity of candidate B and that
of candidate A. The aggregate shock affects all the agents in the economy in
the same way, i.e. it takes the value δ for every single agent, which comes
from a uniform distribution: δ ∼ U [− 1

2ψ
, 1

2ψ
]. The idiosyncratic shock has an

income specific uniform distribution and is individual to every single agent
even within that income category: σi,I ∼ U [− 1

2φI
, 1

2φI
]. This idiosyncratic shock

makes it possible for two agents from the same income group and with the
same possibility to evade taxes to vote for different candidates.3

The timing of the elections is as follows: (1) both candidates simultaneously
choose their policy platforms pA, pB, (2) the popularity shocks are realized (3)
elections are held where all agents cast a vote for one of the two candidates,
(4) the elected candidate implements his announced platform.

Returning to the probabilistic voting setup, individual with income yI from
group J ∈ {E,N}will vote for candidate A instead of candidate B given their
respective platforms if:

W I,J(qA) > W I,J(qB) + σi,I + δ (6)

where I ∈ {R,M,P} identifies the income level, J ∈ {E,N} identifies
whether the agent can or cannot evade taxes and i identifies the agent within
group {I, J}. That is an agent will prefer candidate A to candidate B if his
utility from the platform offered by candidate A is greater than the utility from
the platform of candidate B plus the popularity difference for B. This implies
that any individual from group {I, J} will vote for candidate A if his/her id-
iosyncratic shock is low enough. The cutoff sigma identifies the swing-voter,
i.e. the agent who is indifferent between voting for A and voting for B:

σI,J ≡ W I,J(qA)−W I,J(qB)− δ (7)

3Another option is to have the idiosyncratic uncertainty on the share of the population that
can evade their taxes, i.e. on the ηIs, where ηI ∼ U [ηI − 1

2ψ , η
I + 1

2ψ ].
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Given the platforms of candidate A and candidate B, the identity of the
swing voter is pinned down. Then the vote share of candidate A in group
{I, J} is just the share of agents with their idiosyncratic shocks below σI,J .
Since there is a continuum of agents in all the groups this is equal to:

ρI,JA ≡ P (σI,J < σI,J) =
1

2
+ φI(W I,J(qA)−W I,J(qB)− δ) (8)

while his/her vote share in the population is:

ρA =
∑
I(1− ηI)αIρI,NA +

∑
I η

IαIρI,EA = 1
2
− δ∑I α

IφI+

+
∑
I α

IφI
(
(1− ηI)(W I,N(qA)−W I,N(qB)) + ηI(W I,E(qA)−W I,E(qB))

)
(9)

The probability that candidate A wins, given platforms qA and qB is:4

pA ≡ P (ρA >
1

2
) =

1

2
+
ψ

φ

∑
J

∑
I

αI,JφI
(
W I,J(qA)−W I,J(qB)

)
(10)

where φ =
∑
I α

IφI .

3 Equilibrium

In equilibrium candidate A chooses qA to maximize the probability that he
wins, pA, while candidate B chooses qB to maximize his probability of win-
ning, 1− pA. Equation 10 shows that the two candidates are maximizing sym-
metric functions, hence, in the unique Nash equilibrium they will offer the
same platform. From the definition of pA it is clear that both politicians choose
their policy platform in order to maximize a weighted average of the utility
that the agents derive from these policies. This is a common feature of proba-
bilistic voting models: in equilibrium the candidates will maximize a weighted
social welfare function, where the weights, αI,JφI incorporate both the group
size, αI,J and the responsiveness of the groups to the fiscal policy, φI .

To analyze the policy platform offered in equilibrium, consider candidateA
who is choosing qA to maximize the probability of winning which is equivalent
to maximizing the following:

max
qA

∑
J

∑
I

αI,JφIW I,J(qA) (11)

Recall from equation (4) that the utility W I,E will depend on the relation-
ship between f ,τ and yI . Namely if yI ≥ F

1−π
π
τ−f then all individuals from

group {I, E} will evade their taxes, and hence W I,E = (1 − πτ − πf)yI −
4To simplify notation, denote by αI,E ≡ ηIαI and by αI,N ≡ (1− ηI)αI .
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πF + H(g). On the other hand if yI < F
1−π
π
τ−f then all individuals from group

{I, E} will report their income truthfully and their utility will be W (I, E) =
(1 − τ)yI + H(g). This implies that the objective function will be different
across the {τ, f} space. The stepwise nature of the objective function is due
to the optimization of consumers: given a tax rate and a penalty rate only in-
dividuals above a certain threshold of income (yτ,f ) will choose to evade their
taxes. Depending on the place of the policy platfrom in the {τ, f} space, differ-
ent groups will evade. This implies that there are three different regions (see
figure below), all of which can provide one potential equilibrium platform:
nobody evades NE, the rich evade RE, and everyone evades AE.

-
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Figure 1: Regions of evasion

In every region, there is at most one platform that can be offered as a win-
ning policy platform. Consider for example the case where the middle income
do not evade taxes and the rich do. The maximization of the objective function
with respect to the public good pins down the level of g. 5 This level of public
good can be financed through a combination of taxes and fines. Since the mid-
dle income group does not evade in this case, while the rich do f has to satisfy
the following: 1−π

π
τ − F

yM
≤ f < 1−π

π
τ − F

yR
. Moreover, as the objective function

is linear in f , the fine will either be the highest possible or the lowest possible,
depending on which f maximizes the probability of winning. This in turn de-
pends on which group is stronger: those who are evading taxes or those who
are not. This boils down to the following: if φR > φM , then as low penalty
as possible maximizes the probability of winning and vice versa. The condi-

5In this case, g has to satisfy: φHg(g) =
παR,EyRφR+αM,EyMφM+

∑
R,M

αI,NyIφI

παR,EyR+αM,EyM+
∑

R,M
αI,NyI

.
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tion is quite intuitive: it simply means that by an infinitesimal decrease of the
penalty rate the candidate wins more votes than how much he loses by doing
this. The candidate gains votes from the evaders who win from a decrease of
the penalty rate, while he loses part of his vote share from the non-evaders
who have to pay higher taxes in this case. Hence, in this scenario it is optimal
to make the penalty rate as low as possible, i.e. setting f = 1−π

π
τ − F

yM
. How-

ever, when the converse is true, then the platform will never win, since f has to
be strictly smaller than 1−π

π
τ − F

yR
. Hence when setting the penalty rate as high

as possible, the two candidates would overbid each other until reaching the
limit, thus pushing the platform over to another region, where only the rich
evade. En equilibrium with only the rich evading can exist if φR > φM holds.
The equivalent condition for the equilibrium where the rich and the middle
income evade is: φR(ηR − ηM) > φM(ηR − ηM). The equilibrium platforms and
the condition of stability are summarized in Appendix A.

-
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Figure 2: Optimal public good provision and financing

Notice that if φI = φ for every I ∈ {P,M,R} then the above specified ex-
istence condition holds with equality as do all the other existence conditions.6

This implies that if all groups have the same political power, than increasing
the penalty and decreasing the tax rate or vice versa wins exactly as many
votes as it loses. Hence the optimal platform in every sector is identified up
to the level of public good, but as to how that is financed - how it is split be-
tween taxes and penalties - there aren’t any clear predictions. The optimal
level of public good in every sector is going to be the same, pinned down by

6See Appendix A.
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Hg(g
∗) = 1.7

The three possible equilibrium types all imply different levels of taxes,
penalties, and public good. These policies determine the level and direction
of redistribution. In the next two sections I will analyze how the policy plat-
form implemented in equilibrium is chosen and the comparative statics of the
different types of equilibrium platforms through a simplified case.

3.1 Comparative Statics

As established in the previous section, the potential equilibrium in every sec-
tor of the (τ, f) space is unique and it exists if a politically powerful enough
segment of the population supports it. The three sectors and the correspond-
ing potential equilibria are: everyone evades (AE), the rich evade (RE) and
nobody evades (NE):

1. Everyone evades: In this case the possible evaders pay relatively lower
contributions compared to those who do not have this possibility. Hence
the redistribution is in general from rich to poor and from non-evaders
to evaders. gAE, τAE, fAE

2. The rich evade: Redistribution is from middle income to rich and poor,
and non-evaders to evaders. gRE, τRE, fRE

3. Nobody evades: Redistribution goes the usual way: from higher income
individuals to lower income ones. gNE, τNE, fNE

The following propositions summarize the main comparative statics: the
level and direction of the redistribution that prevails in the different equilib-
rium types.

Proposition 1. The level of redistribution, gNE and the tax rate, τNE is lower in
the equilibrium where nobody evades taxes than it is in all other existing potential
equilibrium platform.

Proof. See Appendix C.

Proposition 2. If there exists a (RE) equilibrium platform and there exists an (AE)
equilibrium platform, then the level of redistribution is highest if only the rich evade:
gRE > gAE > gNE .

Proof. See Appendix C.

7This is the ”social optimum” defined as the maximizing point of a utilitarian welfare func-
tion.
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The above propositions imply the existence of three different tax regimes:
small government, big government and tax anarchy. If the implemented platform
is from the (NE) region, then the outcome will be a small government, where
nobody is evading taxes, the tax rates are low and public good provision is
low as well. When the implemented platform is from the (RE) region, the out-
come is big government, with the rich evading, moderate tax rates born mainly
by the middle income group, and high public good provision. Tax anarchy
arises when the platform implemented is from the (AE) region, with everyone
evading taxes, high tax rates and medium level of redistribution.

extent of evasion

g

none some all

small gov

big gov

tax anarchy

-

6

Figure 3: Extent of evasion and public good provision

This non-monotonic relationship between the extent of tax evasion and the
level of public good provision comes from the interplay of two effects: the tax
base effect and the tax price effect, which have opposing implications for the level
of redistribution. As we move from sector to sector more and more potential
evaders choose not to evade. We can call this the tax base effect, which im-
plies that as more and more people start to pay the tax that they owe, the total
amount of taxable income increases. For example, when moving from sector
(AE) to sector (RE), the tax base changes from π

∑
R,M ηIαIyI+

∑
R,M(1−ηI)αIyI

to πηRαRyR + αMyM + (1 − ηR)αRyR, implying an increase in the tax base of
(1 − π)ηMαMyM . The other mechanism is the tax price effect which is driven
by the the actual tax incidence. As an individual chooses not to evade any of
his taxes, he feels the entire burden of the tax, while when choosing to evade
some of his tax, his burden is lower: τ > π(τ + f). Put in another way, when
an individual is not evading taxes, he bares a higher proportion of the pub-
lic good on himself, he feels the real cost of the public good. While when an
individual is evading taxes, then a smaller portion of the public good is fi-
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nanced from his taxes, he is in a way free riding on other people’s taxes. This
change in how an individual perceives a tax gives him an incentive to vote on a
lower tax rate when not evading and hence on a lower public good provision.
These two effects have opposing consequences for the level of redistribution,
hence the net effect depends on how they balance each other. Their relative
weight, however, is governed by the existence conditions. As shown in the
Appendix when moving from the (AE) sector to the (RE) sector the tax base ef-
fect is stronger, while when moving from the (AE) to the (NE) or from the (RE)
to the (NE) then the tax price effect is stronger.

The direction of the redistribution is also different across the sectors. In the
(NE) case redistribution goes the conventional way: income is redistributed
through the public good from those with higher income to those with lower
income. More precisely, if yM < y ≡ ∑I α

IyI then redistribution goes from rich
to those with middle and low income, whereas if yM > y then redistribution
is from rich and middle income to poor. The condition under which only the
rich contribute more than average to the public good is equivalent to:

1− αM,N − αM,E

αR,E + αR,N
<
yR

yM

In the (RE) case the average contribution to the public good is:

τ(
∑
R,M αI,NyI + αM,EyM + τ̂

τ
αR,EyR)

where τ̂ = π(τ + f) = τ − π F
yM

< τ

The rich evaders will pay less than the middle income if: yR

yM
< τ

τ̂
, this is more

likely to happen, the higher yM is and the smaller π, F are. The middle income
will contribute more than average to the public good if:

1− αM,E − αM,N

αR,N + τ̂
τ
αR,E

>
yR

yM

Which will be more likely to hold if π, F is lower and the smaller is the share
of the middle income, and the higher is the share of the rich evaders.

In the (AE) case the average contribution to the public good is:

τ(
∑
R,M αI,NyI + τ̂

τ

∑
R,M αI,EyI)

where τ̂ = π(τ + f) < τ

The rich non-evaders pay the most, and the middle income evaders pay the
least apart from the poor, who do not pay any income tax: τ̂ yM < (τyM , τ̂ yR) <
τyR. Whether the middle income non-evaders or the rich evaders pay more
tax depends on whether the income inequality, yR

yP
or the tax discrepancy, τ

τ̂
is
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higher. The middle income non-evaders will contribute more than average if:

1− τ̂
τ
αM,E − αM,N

αR,N + τ̂
τ
αR,E

>
yR

yM

Which will be more likely to hold if τ − τ̂ is higher, equivalently if π and f are
lower, and the smaller is αM,N , and the higher is the share of the rich evaders.

In general without tax evasion if income inequality is high, income is re-
distributed towards the middle income and the poor. In the presence of tax
evasion however, this seems less plausible: if the probability of audit is low,
the fraction of rich evaders is high and the income inequality is not that high,
then the middle income will contribute more than average to the public good.

The two interesting equilibrium types are the (AE) and the (RE) case.8 As
proposition 2 shows, the public good provision will be higher when only the
rich evade taxes. As to which equilibrium will feature higher tax rates the
model does not have clear predictions: this will greatly depend on the group
sizes and the degree of income inequality. In the (AE) equilibrium the redis-
tribution will be more similar to the usual one: from rich to poor and from
non-evaders to evaders. The redistribution in (RE) will feature the expropria-
tion of the middle class by the rich and the poor. 9 Since the middle income
group will not evade any of their taxes in equilibrium, most of the burden of
providing the public good will be on this group, and those who will enjoy this
will be the poor and the rich.

3.2 Platform Offered in Equilibrium

To determine which equilibrium will be offered and implemented in equilib-
rium, we have to consider which platforms can be offered in equilibrium. If
more than one exist, then the question is which one of those maximize the
objective function of the politicians:

max
qA

∑
J

∑
I

αI,JφIW I,J(qA)

Empirical evidence suggests that both the (AE) and the (RE) potential equi-
librium platforms are likely to exist. The (RE) platform exists if φR > φM . The
parameter φI captures the responsiveness of voters in income group I to eco-
nomic policy. Responsiveness to policy is greater in ideologically more ho-
mogenous groups. For this model the implication is that the (RE) equilibrium

8The last case with everybody reporting their income truthfully does not seem to occur in
reality.

9The poor in this version of the model can actually be either evading or not evading, since
their income is set to zero. It is probably more realistic to assume they have a small positive
income, and that they do evade taxes to some extent.
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platform exists if rich voters are more alike ideologically than the middle in-
come group or if they give a higher weight to economic policy. If the opposite
is true than the (RE) platform cannot be offered in equilibrium. The (AE) po-
tential equilibrium platform will exist, if φR(ηR − ηM) > φM(ηR − ηM). If the
(RE) equilibrium exists, then the (AE) will exists as well as long as the fraction
of those who can evade is higher among the rich than among the middle in-
come group, i.e. ηR > ηM . The available evidence suggest that the potential
to evade income is decreasing at the low end and increasing in income at the
high end of the distribution, i.e. ηM < ηP and ηM < ηR.10 However, if the (RE)
equilibrium does not exist, then this empirical evidence suggests that the (AE)
equilibrium will not exist either.

The objective function defined above is continuous, and concave in each
region, but its functional form is different across the regions. Since the objec-
tive function is continuous on a compact set, there is a well-defined, unique
maximizing platform. Also, the maximizing platform has to be one of the lo-
cal maxima.11 However, the local maxima that is the global maximia cannot be
found analytically, without specifying the utility function H .

Initial numerical solutions show the following pattern:

αM

αR

big gov

small gov tax anarchy

-

6

Figure 4: Inequality and implemented state

The above figure shows which platform will maximize the objective func-

10A more general modeling of tax evasion is to model income as composed of a visible and
an invisible part. Visible income is reported by a third party, while invisible income is subject
to self-reporting. It is a commonly used stylized fact that middle income people have the
highest fraction of visible income due to the fact that employment is the most widespread in
that category. The present framework is identical to that one.

11Local maxima are the maximizing platforms in each region.
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tion, when changing the fraction of middle income, αM and the fraction of the
rich αR in the society. From the initial numerical solutions it seems that holding
the fraction of rich constant (at low or medium levels), as the share of the mid-
dle income group increases, as opposed to big governments, the support for
tax anarchy increases. If we do the same exercise at a greater share of rich, the
same thing happens, except here the voters turn away from small governments
to support tax anarchies. Varying the fraction of the rich: at low fractions big
governments are supported, for medium levels tax anarchy is implemented,
whereas for high fraction of rich small governments take over.

A little more can be said when comparing two platforms analytically. In
general the probability that equilibrium A will win against equilibrium B is
(recall equation (10)):

pA ≡ P (ρA >
1

2
) =

1

2
+
ψ

φ

∑
J

∑
I

αI,JφI(W I,J(qA)−W I,J(qB))

Based on the above the most likely scenario is that both the (RE) and the
(AE) equilibrium platforms exist.12 The condition under which the (RE) equi-
librium will be implemented is:

∑
J

∑
I

αI,JφI(W I,J(qRE)−W I,J(qAE)) ≥ 0 (12)

By plugging in the optimum platforms within sector (RE) and (AE) the
above is equivalent to the following:

H(gRE)−H(gAE) +K > ỹ
y
H−1
g ( ỹRE

yRE
)− ỹAE

yAE
H−1
g ( ỹAE

yAE
)

where K = π( 1
φ
( F
yM

+ f)
∑
R,M αI,EφIyI − F

yM
αR,EyR ỹ

y
)

(13)

The following proposition characterizes the regions of the parameter space
where it is more likely that platform (RE) will be implemented in equilibrium.
13

Proposition 3. It is more likely that the equilibrium platform from sector (RE) will
be implemented than the one from sector (AE) if the exogenous parameters of enforce-
ment: F, f or π are higher.

Proof. See Appendix D.

12I will only focus on the decision between these two platforms as the (NE) equilibrium
cannot be observed anywhere.

13Without specifying the utility function for the public good, H(g) it is impossible to char-
acterize the set of parameters that guarantee that platform (RE) will be implemented. How
the relative income, the group size and their political power affect which platform will be
implemented is work in progress.
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The fact that stricter enforcement - i.e. higher minimum penalty, higher
fixed costs if caught evading and higher probability of being caught - make
equilibrium (RE) more appealing to a majority of the citizens is quite intuitive.
These are all changes that make evasion less attractive, and hence have a more
detrimental effect on the popularity of the (AE) sector than on the popularity
of the (RE) sector.

4 Conclusion

In this paper I have modeled tax evasion as the equilibrium outcome of elec-
toral competition. Politicians offer the possibility to evade taxes to a certain
fragment of those who have this possibility. Through tax evasion, the inci-
dence of taxation will be different than otherwise predicted: the burden of
financing the public good will be on those who either cannot evade taxes or
on those for who tax evasion is not worth it, while the tax evaders will be
free-riding to some extent on the public good.

There are three types of states that can arise in equilibrium: small govern-
ment, big government and tax anarchy. In small governments nobody evades
taxes, the tax rates are low, redistribution is minimal and it goes from rich to
poor. In big governments only the wealthy evade taxes, tax rates are moder-
ate and redistribution is high, but it is mostly financed by the middle income
group. In tax anarchies a big fraction of the population evades taxes, taxes
are high, there is some redistribution, but mainly from the non evaders to the
evaders.

Future research could explore the implications of such a setup in a dynamic
model, where there is more than one election, and in between elections peo-
ple can change occupations, and hence modify their opportunities to evade
taxes. Also, one could argue, that in those countries where tax evasion is a
widespread phenomenon, the moral cost or stigma associated with tax eva-
sion is lower (modeled here as a fixed cost F ). Hence, once a country gets
into a tax anarchy, the fixed cost F would decline by the next election and the
fraction of the population with the opportunity to evade taxes would increase
as well (an increase in ηI). The opposite would happen in the case of starting
from a big government. This suggests that in a dynamic setting countries can
get stuck in any of the above states. Tax anarchies can be self maintaining in the
sense, that once implemented it only gets worse, with more and more people
evading and the economy turning greyer, while starting from a big govern-
ment the economy gets whiter, whereas a small government only gets smaller
over time.
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A Equilibrium Platforms and Existence Conditions

The objective function has to be maximized in all four sectors. Across the
sectors, not just the objective function itself, but the budget constraint of the
government is different as well. The maximization of this continuous function,
which has a different functional form across the sectors yields at most four
local maximum points. The maximization problem is formally defined below.
Here W I,E is the maximized utility of an agent facing τ, f, g policy platform.
The sets of the budget constraint are defined below.

maxτ,f,g
∑
J

∑
I α

I,JφIW I,J(τ, f, g)
s.t. g = τ

∑
I α

I,NyI + τ
∑
I∈A α

I,EyI + π(τ + f)
∑
I∈B α

I,EyI

sector type A and B range for f
Everyone evades A = ∅ B = {M,R} f ∈ [f, 1−π

π
τ − F

yM
)

Rich evade A = {M} B = {R} f ∈ [1−π
π
τ − F

yM
, 1−π

π
τ − F

yR
)

Nobody evades A = {M,R} B = ∅ f ≥ 1−π
π
τ − F

yR

Plugging in the optimal behaviour of the potential evaders and maximizing
the objective function we get that the four possible local maxima are:

1. Everyone evades

• Optimal government expenditure: Hg(gAE) = ỹAE
yAE

where the politi-
cal power and group size weighted average taxed income is ỹAE ≡
π
∑

R,M
αI,EyIφI+

∑
R,M

αI,NyIφI

φ
and the tax base (or average taxable in-

come) is: yR,M ≡ π
∑
AE α

I,EyI +
∑
R,M αI,NyI

• Optimal tax rate: τAE =
gAE−fπ

∑
R,M

αI,EyI

yAE

• Optimal fine rate: fAE = f

• Condition for existence:
∑

R,M
αI,EyIφI∑

R,M
αI,EyI

>

∑
R,M

αI,NyIφI∑
R,M

αI,NyI

2. Rich evade

• Optimal government expenditure: Hg(gRE) = ỹRE
yRE

where the politi-
cal power and group size weighted average taxed income is ỹRE ≡
παR,EyRφR+αM,EyMφM+

∑
R,M

αI,NyIφI

φ
and the tax base (or average tax-

able income) is: yRE ≡ παR,EyR + αM,EyM +
∑
R,M αI,NyI

• Optimal tax rate: τRE =
gRE+π F

yM
αR,EyR

y
where the tax base (or aver-

age income) is y =
∑
R,M αI,EyI +

∑
R,M αI,NyI

• Optimal fine rate: fRE = 1−π
π
τRE − F

yM
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• Condition for existence: φR >
αM,EyMφM+

∑
R,M

αI,NyIφI

αM,EyM+
∑

R,M
αI,NyI

3. Nobody evades

• Optimal government expenditure: Hg(gNE) = ỹ
y

where the politi-
cal power and group size weighted average taxed income is ỹ ≡∑

R,M
αI,EyIφI+

∑
R,M

αI,NyIφI

φ

• Optimal tax rate: τNE = gNE
y

• Optimal fine rate: fNE ≥ 1−π
π
τNE − F

yR

The last point in the first three sectors defines the condition under which
there exists a local extreme point in the given sector. Basically if the objective
function is increasing in the penalty rate, f , then the maximizing point would
be on the border of the two sectors. However, a point is on the border between
two sectors, there will be a set of individuals, who will be exactly indifferent
between evading taxes and reporting their income truthfully. In this case, I
assume that these individuals are better off by reporting their true income even
if in expected terms their income is the same in the two cases.14 This implies
that when the objective function is increasing in f , then there does not exist
a maximizing point within that sector. The last conditions hence summarize
under which condition is the objective function decreasing in f .

B Comparative Statics

Proof of proposition 1. We have to show that gNE < gK and τNE < τK for equi-
librium platform K ∈ {AE,RE} if equilibrium platform (K) exist. Using that
H(g) is concave in g and hence Hg(g) is decreasing in g:

gNE < gAE

⇔ ỹ
y
> ỹRE

yRE

⇔ Hg(gNE) > Hg(gAE)

⇔ 1
φ

∑
R,M

αI,EyIφI+
∑

R,M
αI,NyIφI∑

R,M
αI,EyI+

∑
R,M

αI,NyI
> 1

φ

π
∑

R,M
αI,EyIφI+

∑
R,M

αI,NyIφI

π
∑

R,M
αI,EyI+

∑
R,M

αI,NyI

⇔ (1− π)(
∑
R,M αI,EφIyI)

∑
R,M αI,NyI > (1− π)(

∑
R,M αI,NφIyI)

∑
R,M αI,EyI

⇔
∑

R,M
αI,EyIφI∑

R,M
αI,EyI

>

∑
R,M

αI,NyIφI∑
R,M

αI,NyI

(14)
Where the last line is exactly the condition needed for equilibrium (AE) to ex-
ist. The comparison of the tax rates is similarly straightforward, just by looking
at their value:

14This is why the range of f sets are open from above.
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τNE < τAE

⇔ gNE
y
<

gAE−fπ
∑

R,M
αI,EyI

yAE

(15)

Since the denominator on the left hand side is greater than the denominator
on the right hand side and the numerator on the lhs is smaller than the numer-
ator on the rhs, the statement is obviously true. Now for the (RE) equilibrium
platform:

gNE < gRE

⇔ ỹ
y
> ỹRE

yRE

⇔ 1
φ

∑
R,M

αI,EyIφI+
∑

R,M
αI,NyIφI∑

R,M
αI,EyI+

∑
R,M

αI,NyI
> 1

φ

παR,EyRφR+αM,EyMφM+
∑

R,M
αI,NyIφI

παR,EyR+αM,EyM+
∑

R,M
αI,NyI

⇔ (
∑
R,M αI,NφIyI + αM,EφMyM)αR,EyR > αR,EφRyR(

∑
R,M αI,NyI + αM,EyM)

⇔ φR >
αM,EyMφM+

∑
R,M

αI,NyIφI

αM,EyM+
∑

R,M
αI,NyI

(16)
Again the last line is the condition that guarantees the existence of a po-

tential equilibrium in the (RE) sector. To show that the tax rate is lower in the
case with no evasion than in the case when only the rich evade observe that
the numerator is smaller on the lhs than on the rhs, while the denominator is
the same.

τNE < τRE

⇔ gNE
y
<

gRE+π F

yM
αR,EyR

y

(17)

Proof of proposition 2. To show that the redistribution is highest if only the rich
evade given that the other equilibrium platforms exist we only have to show
that gRE > gAE since we showed that gNE is the lowest among the equilibrium
platforms that exist.

gAE < gRE

⇔ ỹAE
yAE

> ỹRE
yRE

⇔ 1
φ

π
∑

R,M
αI,EyIφI+

∑
R,M

αI,NyIφI

π
∑

R,M
αI,EyI+

∑
R,M

αI,NyI
> 1

φ

παR,EyRφR+αM,EyMφM+
∑

R,M
αI,NyIφI

παR,EyR+αM,EyM+
∑

R,M
αI,NyI

⇔ αM,EyM(
∑
R,M αI,NφIyI + παR,EφRyR) > αM,EφMyM(

∑
R,M αI,NyI + παR,EyR)

⇔
∑

R,M
αI,NφIyI+παR,EφRyR∑

R,M
αI,NyI+παR,EyR

> φM

(18)
The last line is true if equilibrium platform (RE) exist. To see this, consider the

condition under which the equilibrium (RE) exists: φR >
αM,EyMφM+

∑
R,M

αI,NyIφI

αM,EyM+
∑

R,M
αI,NyI

.

Since the rhs is a weighted average if φR and φM , which can only be smaller
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than φR if φM < φR. However this implies that the weighted average of φR and
φM is greater than phiM . 15 Which is exactly the last line above. The order of the
tax rates between the (RE) and the (AE) equilibrium platforms is ambiguous:

τAE ≥ τRE

⇔
gAE−fπ

∑
R,M

αI,EyI

yAE
≥

gRE+π F

yM
αR,EyR

y

⇔ ∑
R,M αI,EyI(gAE − πgRE) ≥

≥ ∑R,M αI,NyI(gRE − gAE) + π(yAE
F
yM
αR,EyR + yf

∑
R,M αI,EyI)

(19)

Looking at the above equation, the following comparative statics results are
true, τAE − τRE is :

• decreasing in π

• decreasing in gRE − gAE

• increasing in total evader income
∑
R,M αI,EyI

• decreasing in total non-evader income
∑
R,M αI,NyI

C Equilibrium Determination

Proof of Proposition 3. Recall that platform (RE) and not (AE) will be imple-
mented if and only if:

H(gRE)−H(gAE)−Hg(gNE)gRE +Hg(gAE)gAE +K > 0
⇔ K >

∫ gRE
gAE

(Hg(gNE)−Hg(g))dg + (Hg(gNE)−Hg(gAE))gAE

where K = π( 1
φ
( F
yM

+ f)
∑
R,M αI,EφIyI − F

yM
αR,EyR ỹ

y
)

K = παR,E φR

φ
( F
yM

yR

y
(1− αRyR) + fyR)+

+π φ
M

φ
(F (αM,E − αMαR,E yR

y
) + fαM,EyM)

(20)

Moreover, if both platforms exist then ỹRE
yRE

< ỹAE
yAE

< ỹ
y
, while gRE > gAE >

gNE . Also, since H(g) is increasing and concave, Hg(g) is a positive decreasing
function, while Hgg(g) is a negative function.

The parameters that affect the expression above are: αI,J , φI , yI , π, F, f for
J ∈ E,N and I ∈ P,M,R.

Notice that F and f only appear in the term K, and K is increasing in both.
Hence, as F and f increase, the probability of implementing platform (RE)
increases.

15Unless the weight on φR is zero, which case I do not consider.
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To see how the third parameter of enforcement affects the identity of the im-
plemented platform take partial derivative of the first expression above with
respect to π:

ỹRE
yRE
− ỹ

y

Hgg(gRE)

∂ ỹRE
yRE

∂π
+ gAE

∂ ỹAE
yAE

∂π
− gRE

∂ ỹ
y

∂π
+
∂K

∂π
> 0 (21)

Where the partial derivatives are:

∂
ỹRE
yRE

∂π
= αR,EyRyM

y2RE
(φ

R−φM
φ

)(αM,E + αM,N) > 0

∂
ỹAE
yAE

∂π
= yRyMαM,NαR,N

y2AE
(φ

R−φM
φ

)(α
R,E

αR,N
− αM,E

αM,N
) > 0

∂ ỹ
y

∂π
= 0

∂K
∂π

> 0

(22)

Here
ỹRE
yRE
− ỹ
y

Hgg(gRE)
> 0, since the numerator is negative and the denominator is

negative as well. Putting together these partial derivatives, it is clear that the
probability that (RE) will be implemented in equilibrium is increasing in π.

Notice that the flatter the function Hg() is at the relevant points, the smaller
the r.h. side is, whereas the l.h. side does not depend on the functional form
of Hg. This implies that the closer the utility from the public good g is to linear
the more likely it is that the (RE) platform is implemented.
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